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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 31

General information
1. What is the composition of the main residential household?

5. Plotholder, wife (interviewee) & 3 children

2. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The plotholder is a cleaner in a bank downtown, no-one else works or has income/machamba. No-one has a bank a/c and
they do not manage to make any savings or are in a "xitique".

• Human assets
As above. The eldest child is 7 and studies.

• Physical assets
There is a school and a health post nearby. They buy water at the public water point or get it from a neighbour's well.
There is an electrical connection but they use charcoal, firewood and paraffin for cooking. They have a basic latrine and
bury rubbish. There are no major drainage or erosion problems. The husband uses the "chapa 100" for transport to work.
The zone is generally safe and they have good relaytions with neighbours. The house is 1 room block/zinc and there is a
caniço hut as well as a latrine of sacks.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in Maputo and Inhambane. They would ask neighbours and family for assistance. They are members of
the catholic church but no material benefit.

• Legal-political assets
They have voted in all elections but have no opinion on what the municpality should do to improve the zone.

Information on historical access to land
3. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

2 months, before the wife was in Inhambane and has recently joined the husband who has been in the city for some years

4. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
no

5. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
They are residing temporarily there to look after it while a family member who bought it (this year) is studying in Brazil.

6. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

no
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

no
• If they bought the land, was this from:

No (the owner of the plot bought however)

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
7. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

The houses and trees
8. How has this changed?

no
9. How has the household composition changed since then?

no
10. Cite any reasons for the household changes

N/a

Attitudes to land
11.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

No as they do not know what will happoen when the owner comes back
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12. If not, why not?
As above

13. If so, does documentation support this?
The owner has a purchase contract as far as the interviewee knows

14. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
As above

15. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
none

16. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
As above

17. Would the household sell the plot?
N/a

18. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
N/a

19. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
N/a

20. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Safe area
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 32

General information
6. What is the composition of the main residential household?

9. plotholder, wife (interviewee) and 7 children

7. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The husband is a welder in a downtown industrial firm and the wife sells products in the marklet (although was sick the
day of the interview and hence at home). They have no bank a/c and do not manage to save nor are members of a
"xitique".

• Human assets
The children range from 15 months to 20 years old. All chiuldren of school age (4) are studying.

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby. Water is bought at the public water point. They use charcoal, firewood and
paraffin for cooking. Ruibbish is buried in the plot and they have a basic latrine. There are no major drainage problems,
and the zone is not very secure. They have good relations wife the neighbours. There is a 2 room block wall and fibre-
cement roof house and a caniço latrine.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the bairro as well as elsewhere in the city and Gaza province, where visits are irregular. In case of
need they would ask neighbours. They are members of the Asembly of God church but no material benefit.

• Legal-political assets
They have voted in all elections. The municipality should make the area more secure and provide more water points.

Information on historical access to land
8. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1980 – 20 years (before in a apartment block in the city but the rent was too high despite being a state rental. This flat
was left with a family member who went to S asfrica  and the state re-took possession.

9. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

10. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

21. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

The Grup Dinamizador from the city gave a transfer to the local Grupo Dinamnizadore and they allocated the plot at
the time these were being laid out. No payment.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
22. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
23. How has this changed?

They have built the house and planted the trees.

24. How has the household composition changed since then?
The children have been growing

25. Cite any reasons for the household changes
As above
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Attitudes to land
26.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
27. If not, why not?

N/a
28. If so, does documentation support this?

They formalised the land allocation this year – 1 month ago. They paid 30,000 mt in the bairro for the declaration and
70,000 mt at the District Administration

29. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

30. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
It is their home as they have lived there a long time.

31. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
financial

32. Would the household sell the plot?
No, although people have asked

33. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

34. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children

35. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
As above
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 33

General information
11. What is the composition of the main residential household?

4. Plotholder (widow, interviewee), son and 2 grandchildren (from other son who died)

12. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The son works as a guard in a security firm in the city. The plotholder had two machambas in the bairro which she lost
this year – one due to flooding and the other due to the land demaraction for the emergency housing for flood victims.
She has no current source of income and this concerns her. They have no bank account and no savings, nor are in a
"xitique". The sone has only recently managed to find work.

• Human assets
As above. The two grandchildren study (13 and 14 years) in Hulene bairro 30 minutes away (near where they used to live)

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby. They buy water at the public water point. They cook with firewood and paraffin.
They have no draianage problems, use a basic latrine and bury rubbish. The zone is reasonably safe. They have good
relations with neighbours as well as family in the bairro and elsewhere in maputo (the plotholder ceded half her plot to one
of her sons who has just built a new house in it). The house is a 3 room block annd zinc house with a caniço hut and
latrine behind.

• Socio-cultural assets
They maintain strong relations with family in and outside Maputo (WHERE?:?) whom they visit regularly. The plotholder is
a member of the Asembly of God church but this does not provide material benefit.

• Legal-political assets
She has voted in national but not municipal elections – she did not know about these. She has no opinion on what the
municipality should do to improve the bairro

Information on historical access to land
13. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1980, before in Xipaminine bairro near town where she worked nearby in industries and then as a domestic servant. She
lost her house there in the floods after Independence although got it back and then left it to her son, moving to the bairro
as she had family there from a long time ago.

14. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

15. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

36. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

It previously belonged to her brother who was allocated the plot by the Grupo Dinamizadore.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
37. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
38. How has this changed?

The sone whom she offered half the plot built her the three room house and wall in recent years

39. How has the household composition changed since then?
The grandchildren came to stay when their father died and the mother went to Manica and has not returned all thius year

40. Cite any reasons for the household changes
As above
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Attitudes to land
41.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

No as she is aware of how she lost the family machamba land, but does not know how to deal with formalisation process.

42. If not, why not?
As above

43. If so, does documentation support this?
no

44. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
As above

45. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
It is where she has lived for a long time and she wants to help her offsprinf

46. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
financial

47. Would the household sell the plot?
no

48. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

49. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children

50. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The value of its inheritance for the children and grandchildren
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 34

General information
16. What is the composition of the main residential household?

11. plotholder, wife, 9 children

17. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder pushes a cart and wife carries water on construction sites nearby at times. No savings or bank account or
membership of "xitique". Very low level of household goods.

• Human assets
Youngest child 3 years, oldest 27, only 2 study

• Physical assets
There is a primary school not far away and a health post in the next bairro. They get water from the construction site
borehole (currently free but to be paid for later apparently). They use firewood for cooking. They have a basic latrine and
bury rubbish. No drainage problems. The zone is not very safe but they have good relations with neighbours. They use
"chapa 100". The house is of caniço, 2 rooms, partly plastered, zinc roof.

• Socio-cultural assets
They would ask neighbours for help. They have family nearby asd well as elsewhere in the city and in Maputo province as
well as Gaza. They belong to the catholic church and have received some assistance.

• Legal-political assets
They have voted, but were unaware of the municipal elections. No commentary 9or understanding) of the municipality's
services.

Information on historical access to land
18. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1999 – before in Laulane with other family members. They were refugees from the war.

19. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes (for housing – before machamba)

20. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

51. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

machamba
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

It was the machamba for the grandfather who lives not too far away. Last year he called various family members to
occupy the land as the city council was demarcating land nearby.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
No payment

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
52. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

machamba
53. How has this changed?

They have built the house and planted some trees

54. How has the household composition changed since then?
N/a

55. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land
56.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
57. If not, why not?

N/a
58. If so, does documentation support this?

No documentation, but would like this as soldiers from the nearby barracks have threatened them with expulsion.

59. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

60. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Investment for children

61. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
financial

62. Would the household sell the plot?
no

63. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

64. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
children

65. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The family has occupied for a long time. There are thus a number of family members occupying plots in the area and
a family cemetery from a long time back.
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 35

General information
21. What is the composition of the main residential household?

4. Plotholder, wife, nephew and nephew's child.

22. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder works in the city as a guard, wife has managed to get a machamba recently, this is for food use not sale. The
nephew has a kiosk on the plot and they sell foodstuff. No-one manages to save or have a bank a/c. the level of
household goods was low.

• Human assets
As above – the child id too young to study (the plotholder and wife have not managed to have children).

• Physical assets
There is a school in the nearby bairro and a hospital. Water comes from the construction company borehole (free). There
is a electricity link but this only worked for 1 day. They cook with paraffin. They use "chapa 100" for transport. There is a
latrine built by the constriuction firm as is the hosue (2 rooms with veranda – plastered blocks with fibre-cement roof,
extended with old roof sheets for 1 room and also kitchen (bathroom is caniço). The zone is safe and they have no
drainage problems. They bury rubbish. They have good relkations with neighbours

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in maputo and Maputo province (wife's family). They visit irregularly. In case of need they would ask
neighbours and then the "chefe de quarteirão", then other family members. No-one is member of a church.

• Legal-political assets
They have voted in all elections, including municipal. The municipality should improve public transport.

Information on historical access to land
23. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

2 years – they were re-loacted there by the construction company building the road near where EN1 and EN2 cross –
Bairro Luis Cabral where they lived in a 2 room caniço house.

24. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

25. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

66. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

They were moved
• If they bought the land, was this from:

N/a
• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?

no

Plot development
67. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

The house and latrine with fence

68. How has this changed?
They have extended with temporary materials

69. How has the household composition changed since then?
N/a

70. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
71.  Does the household feel secure on the land?
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yes
72. If not, why not?

N/a
73. If so, does documentation support this?

They have no documents – nor do they know if they will receive
74. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:

none
75. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?

Larger plot, formal layout, better zone

76. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial and transport costs

77. Would the household sell the plot?
no

78. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

79. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Wife & children

80. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
As above
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 36

General information
26. What is the composition of the main residential household?

4. plotholder, wife & 2 children

27. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder is policeman (Presidency), daughter sells from the plot where he has built a caniço kiosk. Wife suffers from
asthma. No machamba, no bank account (any more), however manage small savings for investment and is part of
"xitique". Low level of household goods.

• Human assets
As above, eldest child is 17, youngest is in school

• Physical assets
There is a scholl some 30 minutes away (Malhazoine bairro) and a health post in the next bairro north (Albazine). They
buy water at the water point and cook with paraffin. The use the "chapa 100". They bury rubbish and have no drainage
problems. The area is generally relatively safe although there have been attaks at night on the road. They have good
relations with neighbours. The house was 2 room caniço with zinc roof.

• Socio-cultural assets
The wife has family in Maputo – he is from manica – seldom visits. They would ask neighbours for help and then wife's
family. They go to church and te church has helped in time of sickness.

• Legal-political assets
They have voted but were unsure whether they were in the municipal area or not (they are) and did not vote in municipal
elections. The municipality should put in piublic illumination and improve the police patrols on the road.

Information on historical access to land
28. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1998, before in mahlazone with family.

29. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
no

30. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
purchase

81. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

Yes  - the previous house was destroyed before they came

• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
N/a

• If they bought the land, was this from:
From a friend who went to S Africa to work and needed money – 350,000 ("price for a friend").

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
82. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
83. How has this changed?

The plot was reduced when they tarred the main road outside last year. He has built houses and a kisok and planted trees.

84. How has the household composition changed since then?
N/a

85. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
86.  Does the household feel secure on the land?
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Yes, although he was threatened with removal when they were improving the road – no compensation

87. If not, why not?
N/a

88. If so, does documentation support this?
He has a purchase contract which was witnessed by the "chefe de quarteirão", however this was burnt in a fire just before
he came to occupy.

89. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
He would like to regularise his concession but has not started any process

90. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
Wants to invest

91. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial

92. Would the household sell the plot?
No, although has been asked

93. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

94. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Wife and children

95. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
Can live as nuclear family and invest for children
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 37

General information
31. What is the composition of the main residential household?

13. plotholder, wife, 7 children and 4 grandchildren

32. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
No-one has paid employment but they have a machamba and the plotholder has a pension from the railways (CFM) – he is
75 years old. There is no bank a/c and no savings or membership of "xitique". The level of household goods was very low.

• Human assets
As above, some of the children are grown up and work in the machamba – 3 go to school

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby. They have a well on the plot which they dug a long time ago – water is high
level. They use firewood. They use the "chapa 100" for transport. Part of the plot fills when it rains a lot. The bury and
burn rubbish. The area overseas students not safe as it has a high theft rate. They have good relations with neighbours.
The house is caniço with a recent extension (3 bed and 1 sitting), a basic latrine and bathroom in old caniço.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the bairro and elsewhere in the city and in maputo province with whom they visit regularly. They
would get help from neighbours and family.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in all elections. The interviewee declined to respond concerning the municipality's responsibilities as this "would
do what it wanted and his opinion would not count".

Information on historical access to land
33. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1970 when they moved from Chamancula due to flooding.

34. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

35. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

96. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

They requested the regulo and his capataz indicated the plot – small gift payment.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
97. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
98. How has this changed?

They have machamba and houses and trees
99. How has the household composition changed since then?

The children have grown and grandchildren born

100. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
101.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

Yes, but would prefer to have title
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102. If not, why not?
As above

103. If so, does documentation support this?
No documents, but aware of ocupation ij good faith for 10 years (heard on radio)

104. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
They would prefer to get title in case their occupation is not recognised.

105. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
It is a good zone with main road and transport nearby.

106. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Financial

107. Would the household sell the plot?
no

108. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

109. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children and ghrandchildren

110. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
They have been there a very lomng time and the children grew up there.
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 38

General information
36. What is the composition of the main residential household?

6. plotholder, wife and 4 children.

37. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The plotholder works in machambas as a labourer – no other income source (wife did same but hurt leg and has stopped
for 2 months). No bank a/c or savings. No machamba of their own. Very low level of household goods

• Human assets
Youngest child 1 year, oldest 11 years. 2 have school age but do not study.

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby. They get water from wells for free. They use firewood and bury rubbish. No
drainage problems. The area is not very safe. They have good relations with neighbours. They live in a shed made of old
zinc sheets behind an almost finished new house – they live rent free as they guard the place.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the city and Maputo and Inhambane provinces with whom they visit frequently. They are members of
the Zion church and the church helps, as do the neighbours, when in need.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in all elections. The municipality should improve security and rubbish collection.

Information on historical access to land
38. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

6 months
39. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?

Yes – as guard, but construction started before by owner

40. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
On loan from owner who lives in city centre – he bought the plot.

111. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

no
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

N/a
• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?

No rent

Plot development
112. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

The house was in construction

113. How has this changed?
It is nearly finished and the owner may want them to leave – they do not know when.

114. How has the household composition changed since then?
no

115. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
116.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

no
117. If not, why not?
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They are temporarily looking after the plot
118. If so, does documentation support this?

No documents
119. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:

As above
120. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?

None
121. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?

none
122. Would the household sell the plot?

N/a (plots are sold for 10-15 million Mt however in the area)

123. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
N/a (houses are rented for 100 – 150 thousand Mt/month in the area)

124. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
N/a

125. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
They have bought a plot of their own in Kongolote, but no finance to build house.
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 39

General information
41. What is the composition of the main residential household?

11. plotholder (mother), 4 sons and 3 daughters-in-law with 3 grandchildren

42. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The 4 sons all work in the informal market not far away. The daughters-in-law work in machambas as labourers. The do
npot have their own machamba(s). They have no bank a/c, sdavings and no-one is in "xitique". There was a very low level
of household goods.

• Human assets
As above. The children in the plot are too young for school

• Physical assets
There is a nearby school but they have to go to the Pyschiatric Hospital for any medical treatment. They get water in local
wells for free. They cook with fiorewood. They use "chapa 100" when necessary. There are no drainage problems. They
burn and bury rubbish. There is a high level of crime in the area. They have good relations with neighbours. There are 3
houses all in caniço and various other caniço structures.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the bairro and elsewhere in the city as well as Inhambane province. There is regular contact and
exchange with the province. They would get help from family and the church

• Legal-political assets
They voted in national elections but not municipal elections. The municipality should resolve the water problems as well as
electricity and let them build as they are "provisional" in the zone – see below.

Information on historical access to land
43. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1987, war refugees from Inhambane. First they lived in the randfather's house in the bairro and then were re-settled
provisionally where they now are.

44. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

45. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

126. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

The "chefe de quarteirão" – no payment.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
No

Plot development
127. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
128. How has this changed?

They have fenced it and built the houses and planted trees.

129. How has the household composition changed since then?
Sons married and had children, father died.

130. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land
131.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

No as they are "provisional"
132. If not, why not?

As above

133. If so, does documentation support this?
No documents

134. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
The fact they are in the expansion area for the Mabor (tyre) factory

135. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
none

136. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
The provisional status and financial difficulties

137. Would the household sell the plot?
no

138. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

139. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children

140. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
It is a good location and they would like to invest
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 40

General information
46. What is the composition of the main residential household?

4. plotholder, wife and 2 children

47. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder works as security guard. They sell some firewood and wooden poles from the bush on the plot and some
vegetables. The wife is in a "xitique", otherwise no bank a/c or savings. Low household goods.

• Human assets
As above. Children are 20 months and 5 years

• Physical assets
The school and health post are very far away. Water comes from neighbours' wells and they pay monthly. They use
firewood and paraffin for cooking. They have to go a long way for the "chapa 100". They bury rubbish. No drainage
problems. The zone is safe and they have good relations with neighbours. The house is of caniço (2 rooms).

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in other bairros of the city and Inhambane province, and they visit regularly. They would go to
neighbours and then family for assistance. They go to church but mno material benefit.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in all elections. The municipality should assist with many things – transport, water, public lighting and plor
demarcation

Information on historical access to land
48. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

8 months – before in Inhagoia which was too desnely occupied

49. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes (was machamba)

50. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
They asked the machamba owners

141. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

Yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

They asked the family who used the area as a machamba as they knew them from inhambane. No payment.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
142. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
143. How has this changed?

They have built the house and started to develop the plot

144. How has the household composition changed since then?
N/a

145. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
146.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

Yes but not totally
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147. If not, why not?
They know they have no document

148. If so, does documentation support this?
no

149. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
The need to regularise

150. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
The zone is open and they have space

151. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
financial

152. Would the household sell the plot?
no

153. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

154. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
Children

155. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The space available
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 41

General information
51. What is the composition of the main residential household?

7. plotholder, wife, 3 children, father and mother

52. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
The plotholder works in the informal sector as a welder – odd jobs wherever he gets them. The wife has a machamba and
manages to sell some produce. The father works as a guard at a house being constructed nearby. No bank account but
would like one to keep money safe. Shares in "xitique" with wife and they manage some small savings. Low household
goods.

• Human assets
As above. The children are small, only 1 in school age – studies.

• Physical assets
There is no school or health post nearby. They buy water from neighbours' wells (monthly). They use firewood. There are
no drainage problems. They bury ruibbish. The area is relatively safe and they have good relations with neighbours. The
house is of caniço (2 rooms) with xinc roof.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the bairro and elsewhere in the city as well as Gaza province. They visit regularly. They would aks
family for assistance. They go to the Swiss Mission (protestant) – the church helps at times.

• Legal-political assets
The voted in all elections. The municipality should demarcate plots in the area even if means some people have to move.
They should also imrpove the road to improve transport.

Information on historical access to land
53. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

10 months, before other part of Zimpeto in brother-in-laws plot (where they were relocated with compensation when the
brother-in-law was paid to leave the servant's quarters in the city where they lived previously when someone bought the
house

54. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

55. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

156. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

They bought it from the family who used it as a machamba – 750,000 mt (price for a friend).

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
157. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
158. How has this changed?

They have built the temporary house and started to plant trees

159. How has the household composition changed since then?
The father and mother have come to visit for some time

160. Cite any reasons for the household changes
Father found temporary job nearby
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Attitudes to land
161.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

Yes in that everyone around is in same situation, but not very secure as he is aware it is not a demarcated area

162. If not, why not?
As above

163. If so, does documentation support this?
No document – sale or other

164. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
The fact that the city council will eventually want to develop the area

165. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
They want to stay there or nearby but will not invest more until secure.

166. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
As above

167. Would the household sell the plot?
no

168. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No

169. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The chidlren

170. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The location is fine and he wanted a place of his own.
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 42

General information
56. What is the composition of the main residential household?

6. plotholder (mother, interviewed), 4 children and 1 grandchild. The husband lives with other family members at the
machamba in Maputo province – the family composition changes at times.

57. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
They sell charcoal from the province at the plot and cultivate a machamba on it. No bank account, savinsg ro membership
of "xitique" – share household economy to great extent with those on the machamba. Very low household goods.

• Human assets
As above – the elder daughter is 19, yougest 2, grandvchild is a few months

• Physical assets
There is no school or health post nearby. They buy water from neighbours' wells (pay monthly). They use charcoal to
cook. They bury rubbish. There is no drainage problem. They have good relations with neighbours so far. The hosue is a
small 1 room caniço house full of charcoal sacks.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the bairro and elsewhere in the city (brothers in Mafalala where they used to live) as well as the
province. They are in constant visits. They would aks family for assistance. They go to Assembly of God church
ZION???**** - no material support.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in all elections. The municipality should imprpove transport and the market.

Information on historical access to land
58. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1 month, before in Mafalala, but it was too flooded.

59. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

60. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

171. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

N/a
• If they bought the land, was this from:

They bought the plot from the previous plotholder who lived in the area and had received more than 1 plot.

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
172. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
173. How has this changed?

A small caniço house and latrine, also planted machamba and fence

174. How has the household composition changed since then?
no

175. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a

Attitudes to land
176.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
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177. If not, why not?
N/a

178. If so, does documentation support this?
No – they did not receive any document (purchase contract or plot concession)

179. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

180. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
No flooding

181. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
financial

182. Would the household sell the plot?
no

183. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

184. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The children

185. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
The zone is safe
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 43

General information
61. What is the composition of the main residential household?

3. plotholder, wife and child

62. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder is a soldier in Boane barracks. He was on holiday at time. Wife sells products from the machamba in the local
market, but has been sick and at home. No-one has bank a/c, the wife is in a "xitique" and they manage small savings.
Very low household goods.

• Human assets
As above, child is small.

• Physical assets
There is a new school and health post in the emergency camp. They get water from a neighbour's well – pay monthly.
They use firewood, charcoal and paraffin. The "chapa 100" comes to the new emergency camp area. They bury rubbish
and have a bsaic latrine. There is no drainage problem on the plot but not far away water lies after rain in a lake/swamp.
There is a problem of theft now. They have good relations with neighbours. The house is 2 room caniço with zonc roof.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family of the wife in the bairro nearby) and elsewhere in the city. The plotholder is from Niassa and has a
brother in the city and family also in Nampula province. He would ask his brother for assistance. No-one is member of
church.

• Legal-political assets
They have voted in all elections. The municipaility should demarcate more land as they stopped before the area they live
in, although people have started to but plots there.

Information on historical access to land
63. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

1997 – before in the wife's grandfather's house nearby. The grandfather went to Gaza and left them the land.

64. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
Yes – except machamba

65. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

186. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

yes
• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?

Yes by the gradfather – no payment

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
187. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

nothing
188. How has this changed?

They have built house and fenced land and continue machamba

189. How has the household composition changed since then?
Child born

190. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land
191.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

No as they have been told they might be re-located across the city boundary to Marracuene

192. If not, why not?
As above

193. If so, does documentation support this?
No documents although "chefe de quarterão" was informed

194. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
As above

195. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
N/a

196. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
Insecurity and financial

197. Would the household sell the plot?
no

198. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
No – too small

199. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
brother

200. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
N/a
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 44

General information
66. What is the composition of the main residential household?

3. plotholder, sister and nephew

67. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder is a informal sector builder with a contract to build latrines in the houses of the emergency area. The brother
sells in the local informal market. No bank account, but is member of "xitique". No savings. The level of household goods
was very low

• Human assets
As above – the nephew studies.

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post in the area. They get water froma hand pump at a new borehole – pay monthly. They
use paraffin to cook. Thereis a "chapa 100" service to the city. Rubbish is collected by tractor and have an improved latrine
(these are offered as part of the relocation house for flood victims). There are no drainage problems and they have good
relations with the neighbours who came from the same area in the city as they did. The house is a 2 room caniço house, a
four room block house is in construction for them by the government (with international NGO assistance).

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the city and Inhambane – they visit regularly. They would ask the neighbours for help. They are not in
any church.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in all elections. The municipality does not have to do anything else – they are doing everything for them

Information on historical access to land
68. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

11 months, before in Inhagoia where they were affected by flooding. In fact the house affected by flooding was the
brother's but he was away, so they received the relocated house.

69. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

70. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

201. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

Yes – they were given the caniço for the first house when they arrived.

• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
They were allocated a number in Inhagoai and trsnaferred, being indicated the plot with material to build the house.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
202. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

Nothing
203. How has this changed?

The government has built the latrine and is building the house. They have built the canico house.

204. How has the household composition changed since then?
N/a

205. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land
206.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

yes
207. If not, why not?

N/a
208. If so, does documentation support this?

No documents as yet and no-one has said they will get one either

209. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

210. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
none

211. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
financial

212. Would the household sell the plot?
No – specifically not permitted

213. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

214. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The nephew.

215. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
No flooding
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Location: MAGOANINE/ZIMPETO
CASE STUDY 45

General information
71. What is the composition of the main residential household?

3. plotholder, wife and child

72. General information on degree of poverty (qualitative information)
• Economic assets
Plotholder sells in local informal market. No other economic activity. No bank a/c, no "xitique", no savings. Very low level
of household goods (no chairs).

• Human assets
Child is 3 years.

• Physical assets
There is a school and health post nearby. They get water from the borehole and pay monthly. They use firewood for
cooking. No latrine (waiting to get one provided). Rubbish is collected by tractor nearby. No drainage problems but erosion
has started (they are on top of hill and sandy soil always blows away). The zone is secure and they have good relations
with neighbours. The house is a 2 room caniço house built for them when they arrived. They are waiting for a block house
and latrine.

• Socio-cultural assets
They have family in the area and elsewhere in maputo as well as Quelimane (Zambezia). They visit regularly. They would
turn to nearby family for help (unlce was also transferreed to area and was present in interview). They go to the catholic
church but no material benefit.

• Legal-political assets
They voted in the national but not the municipal elections. They could think of nothing that the municipality should do for
the bairro (presumably that is not being already done).

Information on historical access to land
73. How long has the main residential household resided on the plot?

7 months, before bairro Luis Cabral where they were flooded – there were 3 houses in one plot and they all received a
new plot here

74. Is the main residential household the first occupier of the plot?
yes

75. If not, how did the household get access to the plot:
N/a

216. If the main residential household is the first occupier of the plot:
• Did they occupy vacant land?

There was a tent and they were given temporary building material to build a house (caniço)

• If they were allocated it, what steps did they take to get allocated the land?
They were indicated in Luis Cabral and trasneferred.

• If they bought the land, was this from:
N/a

• Do they rent the plot (or part of it) for their own use?
no

Plot development
217. What existing on the plot when it was occupied?

The tent
218. How has this changed?

They have built the house and started to plant a fence.

219. How has the household composition changed since then?
no

220. Cite any reasons for the household changes
N/a
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Attitudes to land
221.  Does the household feel secure on the land?

Yes
222. If not, why not?

N/a
223. If so, does documentation support this?

No document so far. No perception that needed

224. What does the household see as the main threat to their occupation of the plot:
none

225. What advantages does the family see in retaining and/or developing the plot?
It is a good area with no flooding

226. What difficulties does the household see in retaining/developing the plot?
financial

227. Would the household sell the plot?
Not permitted

228. Would the household rent part of all of the plot?
no

229. Who would inherit or benefit from ceding (specifiy relationship if any)?
The uncle

230. What is the most important aspect of the plot for the household?
It is a calm area
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